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Internet traffic is surging -- but not
overloaded yet.
 
Planes are grounded, factories, stores and restaurants are shuttered. 
The world is in lock down.  Yet forex, the lifeblood of all industrial
economies, is smoothly humming along.  Over 7 trillion dollars a day
globally is traded in these markets making it the largest market in the
world.  WOA trades in three EUR/USD markets where 70% of all such
trades globally takes place.  This provides tremendous liquidity. 
Liquidity is the life blood and essential for markets to run properly. 
Because of this there are never lock downs in these markets.  When
markets are simply not tradeable, or market volatility goes beyond a
certain risk factor, WOA has the special skills Ai and ML provides us
with. We only enter markets when there is minimal risk and
maximum profit potential. In the alternative Ai and ML enables us to
exit in a timely manner. Preservation of capital is our highest priority.



WOA
Ai Technology
 
Ai technology,with proper programming and planning, are today
essential in trading.  A deep understanding of the financial markets
in the macro sense is one thing.  However, to enhance results and
confidence in your overall ability to be profitable because of
utilization of Ai is another.
 
Trading is not sport.  Ai technology helps us to look around the
corner by sensing market vibrations.  These vibrations, in the
underlying market, can be an incredible warning ass to what is
coming.  As a result of our Ai programs and co-location strategy.  
WOA has a clear advantage in successfully investing in these
markets. 



What actually is colocation?
 
Colocation is the placement of a trading system, as close
to an exchange as possible to cut down on latency.  The
benefits of this is less slippage, more responsive model
and the opportunity to have orders filled.  Aspects of Ai
are deployed to enhance and run connection of routers
and hubs to seamlessly integration all the dots.  This all
leads to an overall more profitable system like WOA.
 

 
 



Traders & Ai
 
Today the market ranges from Institutional traders, quants,
programmers, quantamental strategists and algo builders to non
linear analysis architects.  With the recentadvancements 
in computational abilities, Ai and ML,evidence is quickly being
developed that these tools and advances are what is making a
positive difference in forex trading today.  Our primary focus is
always on risk mitigation and the preservation of capital.  Over time
we now know our employment of these new abilities and
advancements is essential to be successful in these markets.
 
Always quantify your risks.  WOA does.



How can I see how my account
is doing?
 
WOA clients are able to monitor their accounts
directly on the client portal from our brokerage
website.  Options to view your account are
computers, mobile, smart watches and tablets.  



WOA exceptional service
 
WOA is committed to delivering  the support 
our clients need, when they need it. Around the clock
Assistance Is Available.

WOA



WOA Team
 
Our experienced team of financial
engineers all work remotely and are
constantly insuring and monitor your
account to make sure it is working
smoothly.
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